Eukaryotic topoisomerase II cleavage is independent of duplex DNA conformation.
Alternating purine-pyrimidine (RY) repeats have been identified in naturally occurring DNA and have many intriguing properties. Eukaryotic topoisomerase II displays significant cleavage activity at RY repeats (Spitzner et al. (1990) Nucleic Acids Res. 18, 1-11) due to the homology between RY repeat and the topoisomerase II consensus sequence. Cleavages are remarkably strong on duplex B form DNA. Certain RY elements are known to adopt altered DNA forms, such as Z-DNA, under the influence of superhelical stress. To investigate the dependence of topoisomerase II activity on DNA conformation, a plasmid containing a 40 bp of deoxyguanine-thymine repeat was constructed and the dependence of topoisomerase II cleavage patterns were compared. Although the degree of negative supercoiling strongly affected the overall efficiency of topoisomerase II cleavage, the sequence specificity was identical over a wide range of superhelical densities. These results suggest that topoisomerase II site specific action on duplex DNA is largely independent of DNA conformation. Moreover, since the GT target sequence is known to adopt a Z-DNA structure under conditions of superhelical density used in these experiments, the results reveal that topoisomerase II is a DNA binding protein capable of recognizing Z-DNA structure in eukaryotic cell.